
  
  
  

  

  

Greetings   from   Scotland   to   the   world   of   International   Commerce   and   the   

Global   Mobility   community   which   supports   it.   We   wish   you   all   a   very   happy,   

healthy   and   prosperous   2021.   

  

We   leave   behind   a   horrible   year   with   no   country   escaping   the   e�ects   of   COVID-19   and   

the   accompanying   restrictions.   Nevertheless,   I   am   pleased   to   say   that   despite   all   the   

problems   Scotland   remained   open   for   business.   



  

Throughout   the   year   inward   investment   continued   with   personnel   from   around   the   

globe   arriving,   bringing   their   skills   and   enhancing   their   careers   within   the   

Technology,   Life   Science,   Energy   and   Finance   sectors.   

  

This   country   renowned   for   its   quality   of   life   and   the   home   of   the   telephone,   television   

and   penicillin   remains   a   land   of   inspiration   and   enterprise,   from   Aberdeen   in   the   

north,   Glasgow   in   the   west   and   Edinburgh   in   the   east.   

  

However,   with   COP26   conference   coming   to   Glasgow   in   2021,   I   thought   it   appropriate   

to   highlight   the   attractions   of   this   dynamic   city   situated   on   the   banks   of   the   river   

Clyde.    Once   the   home   of   the   world’s   famous   liners   and   naval   vessels   and   now   

remodelled   to   meet   the   challenges   of   the   21st   century,   as   you   will   see   from   the   

interview   with   the   city   Marketing   Manager   and   the   Managing   Director   of   HFD   

Property   Group.   

  

For   international   companies   Scotland   has   the   resources,   the   infrastructure,   is   cost   

e�ective   and   has   Scandinavian   and   European   markets   on   its   doorstep,   most   capitals   

within   a   two   hour   flight.   Some   of   the   reasons   why   more   businesses   chose   Scotland   

than   any   other   part   of   the   UK   outside   of   London.   

  

So   much   for   what   we   have   to   o�er   businesses   investing   here.    What   does   Scotland   

o�er   people?    It   can   be   an   exciting   opportunity   when   an   employer   o�ers   an   overseas   

posting   but   it   can   also   be   stressful,   particularly   for   a   family   moving   to   a   new   

environment   and   perhaps   a   di�erent   culture.   Well   with   30   years’   experience   of   

helping   visitors   settle   in   Scotland,   I   can   confirm   that   the   experience   of   Carmen,   who   

has   contributed   to   our   newsletter,   is   typical.      

  

The   standard   of   properties   is   good,   education   is   excellent,   and   our   free   health   service   

is   second   to   none.   Sporting   activities   are   many   and   varied   as   are   gyms,   sports   centres   

and,   of   course,   golf   courses.   



  

Scotland   is   recognised   as   one   of   the   most   beautiful   countries   in   the   world.   We   have   

lovely   countryside   for   walks,   mountains   to   climb,   lochs   to   sail   (or   paddleboard)   and   

attractive   beaches.    Not   to   mention   our   museums,   art   galleries,   theatres   and   

universities.  

  

Whether   a   business,   an   individual   or   a   family   when   you   come   to   Scotland   you   will   

receive,   and   here   I   quote   from   the   Gaelic,   our   ancient   native   language   “ Ceud   Mile   

Fàilte ”   translated   

  

                                                     A   hundred   thousand   welcomes   

  

                                                     Bob   Stocker,   Chairman,   Locators   

    



  

  

Q&A   with   Gavin   Smyth,   City   Marketing   Manager   for   Invest   Glasgow,   the   City   

Region’s   award-winning   Investment   Promotion   Agency.   

  

Q:   Why   do   you   believe   businesses   of   di�erent   backgrounds   and   scale   choose   Glasgow   

as   a   location   to   invest   and   grow?   

  

A:   I   believe   top   businesses   –   whether   start-up,   SME   or   corporate   -   choose   Glasgow   for   

many   reasons,   most   notably:   the   strength   and   depth   of   a   flexible   and   highly   qualified   

workforce,   a   highly   competitive   business   environment,   an   excellent   work-life   

balance,   cost-e�ective   top   grade   o�ce   space   and   one   of   the   most   progressive   digital   

infrastructure   environments   in   Europe.   These   combination   of   factors   have   hastened   

Glasgow’s   climb   to   become   the   third   most   attractive   UK   city   excluding   London   for   

Foreign   Direct   Investment   projects.   

  



Q:   If   you   had   to   give   the   top   3   reasons   for   Glasgow   punching   above   its   weight   in   

attracting   inward   investment,   what   would   they   be?   

  

A:   There   are   clearly   a   number   of   diverse   factors   which   combined   give   the   city   its   

competitive   edge,   however   if   you   forced   me   to   name   my   top   three,   I   would   say,   first   

and   foremost,   the   skills   and   talent   base   in   a   city   region   where   the   educational   

institutions   excel,   serve   business   and   fuel   innovation.   We’re   fortunate   to   live   in   a   city   

region   that   boasts   four   world-leading   universities,   six   modern   high-performing   

colleges   and   two   world   top   10   institutions,   and   enjoy   the   privilege   of   being   in   the   top   

10   in   Europe   for   the   quality   of   our   education   and   cultural   provision   and   the   top   ranked   

UK   city   for   graduate   retention.   Secondly,   Glasgow   is   a   city   that   is   renewing   its   capacity   

for   innovation   and   ingenuity.   Over   the   past   5   years,   it   has   consistently   ranked   in   the   

top   20%   most   innovative   cities   in   the   world   and   is   ranked   2nd   in   the   UK   outside   

London   for   emerging   tech   destinations.   Third   of   all,   Glasgow’s   inherited   assets   and   its   

track   record   on   sustainability   make   it   a   safe   bet   for   the   future.   At   the   end   of   this   year,   

the   city   will   host   the   United   Nations   Climate   Change   Conference   (COP26)   turning   the   

world’s   spotlight   on   a   city   firmly   set   upon   a   transformative   path   to   a   greener,   circular   

and   carbon   neutral   economy   by   the   turn   of   the   decade.   

  

Q:   Where   do   you   see   Glasgow’s   sector   strengths?   

  

A:   I   think   the   city   has   become   globally   recognised   for   the   strength   and   depth   of   its   

sector   base   across   a   number   of   industries   including   health   technology,   digital   and   

financial   business   services,   software   and   IT,   energy   transition,   food   and   drink   

innovation   and   space.   In   particular,   Glasgow   has   developed   cluster   strengths   in   

cleantech,   advanced   manufacturing,   precision   medicine   and   fintech,   which   together   

with   creative   and   cultural   production,   play   to   its   native   strengths   and   collective   asset   

base.   

  

Q:   How   is   Glasgow   tackling   the   challenges   of   attracting   investment   in   a   COVID   

world?   



  

A:   Clearly,   we   find   ourselves   in   an   environment   where   because   of   the   severe   economic   

challenges   caused   by   the   pandemic,   global   FDI   has   taken   a   massive   hit   and   is   only   

forecast   to   partially   recover   this   year,   dependent   on   the   e�cacy   of   the   vaccine   rollout.   

Over   the   past   10   months   or   so,   there   have   been   traditionally   buoyant   sectors   that   have   

been   decimated   while   other   nascent   ones   have   thrived.   In   amongst   this,   all   cities   and   

city   regions   are   competing   for   a   smaller   share   of   the   pot   and   recalibrating   their   

strategies   around   opportunity   areas.   I   believe   the   ones   that   will   be   most   successful   are   

those   most   able   to   transform   how   they   do   business   using   the   acceleration   to   digital   

most   e�ectively   to   manage   how   potential   investment   sources   are   targeted   and   served.   

From   an   Invest   Glasgow   perspective,   we’ve   quickly   pivoted   to   attraction   strategies   

that   augment   the   team’s   knowledge   and   experience   through   software   and   digital   

services   that   aid   online   research   as   the   primary   way   people   gather   information.   

  

These   include   resource   investment   in:   community   storytelling,   customer   relationship   

management,   digital   publishing   and   site   selection   tools.   Market   research   shows   that   

98%   of   corporate   site   selectors   research   location   data   online,   often   before   contacting   

economic   development   organisations   or   investment   promotion   agencies.   Using   our   

recently   launched   ZoomProspector   data   portal,   decision-makers   can   search   a   mapped   

database   of   commercial   properties,   development   sites   and   city-based   assets   while   

simultaneously   analysing   demographic,   labour   force,   consumer   expenditure,   wages,   

business,   talent   and   FDI   data   at   both   city   region   and   local   authority   level.   Innovative   

tools   like   this   in   particular,   we   believe   will   help   put   the   city   firmly   on   the   map,   driving   

increased   engagement   with   the   international   business   and   investment   community,   

supported   by   the   dedicated   Invest   Glasgow   team   to   achieve   success   for   both   business   

and   the   city   -   whether   through   relocation,   investment   or   expansion.   

    

Invest   Glasgow   Website      

http://investglasgow.com/


  

  

Covid-19   crisis   shows   that   people   really   do   make   Glasgow   

  

It   would   be   fair   to   say   that   2020   has   been   a   highly   challenging   time   for   everyone   –   

Covid-19   has   paid   little   respect   to   geographical   boundaries.   But,   from   most   bad   

situations   almost   invariably   there   have   been   positives   to   take   and   in   2020   it   was   

perhaps   the   spirit   of   togetherness   and   people’s   ability   to   come   together   to   overcome   

whatever   challenge   lies   in   front   of   them.   

  



Glasgow   has   long   had   a   reputation   for   friendliness,   tenacity,   and   resilience   and   the   

last   nine   months   or   so   have   brought   these   traits   to   the   fore.   There   has   been   no   

shortage   of   incredible   organisations   in   and   around   the   city   –   some   of   which   we   have   

supported   through   the   HFD   Charitable   Foundation   and   Virgin   Money   Community   

Anchors’   Fund   –   helping   people   with   the   e�ects   of   the   pandemic.      

  

Yet,   it   is   not   only   in   the   third   sector   where   people   have   collaborated   to   support   one   

another   and   build   a   plan   for   the   future.   Our   business   community   has   also   been   front   

and   centre   –   as   ‘Team   Glasgow’   –   undertaking   initiatives   to   help   respond   to   the   

challenges   of   Covid-19   and   drive   economic   growth   in   the   city   and   its   surrounding   

areas.     

    

The   Team   Glasgow   approach   shows   that   the   city   remains   open   for   business   and   

underlines   the   fact   that   people   from   across   its   many   sectors,   and   even   within   them,   

are   willing   to   work   together   for   the   common   good.   People,   from   all   walks   of   life,   really   

do   make   Glasgow   –   to   paraphrase   the   city’s   well-known   strapline.     

  

Among   Team   Glasgow’s   first   steps   was   by   Glasgow   Chamber   of   Commerce   to   set   up   

the   Glasgow   Business   Resilience   Council   in   April,   to   mitigate   against   the   impact   of   the   

pandemic   on   the   business   community.   In   turn,   this   led   to   the   creation   of   the   City  

Centre   Taskforce   bringing   together   people   from   across   Glasgow’s   private   and   public   

sectors   to   help   the   city   build   an   action   plan   for   recovery.     

  

For   that   to   happen,   a   city   needs   the   fundamental   building   blocks   on   which   to   base   any   

strategy   –   people   are   at   its   core,   but   so   too   are   the   property   and   infrastructure   that   

support   what   they   do   within   their   organisations.   It’s   this   combined   o�ering   –   

captured   on   Invest   Glasgow’s   new   online   portal   –   that   has   set   Glasgow   apart   from   

many   other   cities   as   a   location   for   businesses,   particularly   in   financial   services.   

  

Among   them,   Virgin   Money   has   demonstrated   it’s   on-going   committed   to   the   city,   

basing   its   news   headquarters   at   HFD   Property   Group’s   177   Bothwell   Street   



development.   The   Barclays   campus   on   the   Clyde,   JP   Morgan’s   hub   on   Argyle   Street,   

and   Morgan   Stanley’s   o�ce   at   122   Waterloo   Street   –   another   of   our   award-winning   

developments   –   underline   the   attractiveness   of   Glasgow   as   an   economic   hub   and   

magnet   for   Inward   Investment.     

  

In   fact,   177   Bothwell   Street   is   indicative   of   where   property   is   heading   in   Glasgow   and   

beyond,   o�ering   flexibility   and   a   hybrid   option   of   combined   long-term   and   

short-term   accommodation   that   can   support   growth.   Covid-19   has   super-accelerated   

the   need   for   property   that   can   help   people   work   flexibly   and   in   a   more   agile   way,   from   

a   best-in-class   building   that   is   WiredScore   Platinum   certified   and   5G-enabled.   People   

make   Glasgow   and   Glasgow   is   making   people   centric   buildings.   

  

The   arrival   of   COP26   in   Glasgow   later   this   year   will   shine   a   light   on   the   city,   beaming   

pictures   of   its   skyline   and   landmarks   across   the   world.   What   is   perhaps   more   di�cult   

to   convey   through   images   is   the   sense   of   community,   resilience,   and   ambition   that   the   

people   in   Glasgow   hold   –   but   that’s   precisely   what   may   have   been   the   city’s   most   

precious   asset   during   one   of   our   most   di�cult   periods   in   recent   times.   

  

Stephen   Lewis,   MD   of   HFD   Property   Group   

  

HFD   Group   Website   

  

    

https://www.hfdgroup.com/


  

  

A   look   at   the   Photonics   Sector   in   Scotland   –   Technology   Scotland   

  

The   photonics   sector   in   Scotland   is   a   thriving   £1.2   billion   industry,   supporting   over   

5,700   highly   skilled   jobs   in   a   diverse   range   of   applications,   including   

communications,   healthcare,   defence,   mobility,   and   energy.     

  

Photonics   is   the   critical   enabling   technology   for   the   21st   century.   

  

It   underpins   modern   innovations   that   are   fundamental   across   many   aspects   of   

modern   life   and   business,   from   robotics   and   autonomous   systems   to   connected   living.   

It   is   a   market   that   is   set   to   grow   rapidly   over   the   coming   decades,   accelerated   by   



unprecedented   demand   for   photonics-enabled   technologies   across   multiple   market   

sectors.     

  

Scotland   has   always   enjoyed   a   pre-eminent   position   in   this   field,   with   a   proud   history   

that   goes   back   to   James   Gregory,   the   inventor   of   the   modern   reflecting   telescope,   and   

James   Clark   Maxwell   who   formulated   the   classical   theory   of   electromagnetic   

radiation.    

  

Today,   the   photonics   sector   in   Scotland   is   built   around   a   vibrant   industrial   core   of   60   

companies   developing   and   manufacturing   cutting   edge   technologies   and   products   

which   are   exported   the   world   over.   Our   flair   for   innovation   and   engineering   endures,   

and   Scotland   continues   to   enjoy   a   leadership   position   in   areas   such   as   lasers,   optical   

transceivers,   Li-Fi   and   quantum   technologies.     

  

The   sector   is   truly   international,   contributing   significantly   to   Scottish   exports   (98%   

of   output   is   exported)   and   creating   partnerships   and   collaborations   across   the   globe.   

It   is   also   supported   by   several   world   leading   academic   groups   that   providing   a   

continuing   pipeline   of   new   technologies,   skilled   people   and   innovative   start-ups.      

  

Scottish   companies   regularly   look   further   afield   to   attract   talented   individuals   with   

specific   expertise   to   augment   the   skills   pool   in   Scotland.   Technology   Scotland   recently   

collaborated   with   our   corporate   sponsor,   Enigma   People   Solutions,   to   explore   “Why   

Scotland   must   fight   to   retain   its   status   as   a   destination   of   choice   for   top   international   

Deep   Tech   talent”.   International   collaboration   is   also   vitally   important,   with   Scottish   

companies   and   universities   participating   in   European   projects   worth   some   €334   

million   in   recent   years.     

  

Photonics   Scotland   is   a   network   of   Technology   Scotland,   the   representative   body   for   

the   Enabling   Technology   Sector   in   Scotland,   and   is   the   focal   point   for   the   sector   and   a   

trusted   partner   to   our   members   allowing   us   to   represent   their   views   to   a   number   of   

key   stakeholders.   We   also   facilitate   a   cohesive   sector,   providing   a   range   of   events,   



working   groups   and   networking   opportunities   that   help   to   drive   collaboration   

between   industrial   and   academic   partners.   Ultimately,   our   goals   are   simple:   to   help   

grow   this   thriving   cluster;   drive   innovation   in   photonics   in   Scotland;   and   raise   the   

profile   of   the   sector   both   nationally   and   internationally.     

  

In   2019,   Photonics   Scotland   launched   “Photonics   in   Scotland:   A   Vision   for   2030”   a   

paper   which   sets   out   a   series   of   recommendations   that   will   secure   Scotland’s   position   

on   the   future   international   stage,   supporting   a   vision   to   treble   the   size   of   Scotland’s   

Photonics   Sector   by   2030.   Photonics   Scotland   also   published   “Photonics   in   Scotland   

2020   Report”   in   July   which   takes   a   closer   look   at   the   current   state   of   Photonics   in   

Scotland.   

  

Find   out   more   about   Photonics   Scotland,   Technology   Scotland   and   ourselves,   by   

clicking   on   the   buttons   below.   

  

Dr   Alastair   McInroy,   CEO   Technology   Scotland   

  

Photonic   Scotland   Website   

  

Technology   Scotland   Website   

    

https://photonicsscotland.com/
https://technologyscotland.scot/terms-conditions/


  

  

Looking   forward   to   growth   

  

Ally   Scott,   UKI   Managing   Partner   and   Head   of   Strategy   and   Transactions   for   EY   in   

Scotland.     

  

I   recall   a   discussion   I   had   with   a   client   12   months   ago   where   we   reflected   on   the   year   

gone   by,   which   had   comprised   a   UK   General   Election   and   ongoing   Brexit   negotiations.   

It   would   be,   we   mused,   an   understatement   to   say   that   2019   would   be   remembered   as   a   

year   of   huge   uncertainty.   

  

Well,   we   weren’t   wrong,   but   if   this   past   year   has   taught   us   anything,   it’s   that   the   only   

certainty   is   uncertainty.   The   outbreak   of   COVID-19   and   the   response   to   it   created   an   

unprecedented   and   uneven   shock   to   the   world   economy.   Indeed,   it   would   be   some   

understatement   to   say   that   2020   will   be   remembered   as   a   year   of   huge   uncertainty…   



  

It   seems   that   business   executives   and   management   teams   are   now   constantly   dealing   

with   a   range   of   interconnected   challenges   –   and   frankly   through   our   eyes   at   least,   

doing   a   pretty   good   job   of   navigating   them.   

  

The   strategic   objective   for   the   year   ahead   is   clear   –   reinforcing   business   foundations   

to   build   growth.   

  

Global   pandemics,   slowing   economies,   geopolitical   risks,   the   recasting   of   trade   and   

tari�   rules,   technology   transformation,   evolving   regulation,   currency   and   commodity   

fluctuations   –   all   form   part   of   the   C-Suite   obstacle   course   in   achieving   that   elusive   

growth.   

  

So   how   has   this   backdrop   a�ected   the   market   in   Scotland   and   what’s   the   outlook?   As   

we’ve   seen   evidenced   in   previous   years,   uncertainty   does   not   necessarily   have   to   bring   

business   to   a   grinding   halt.   We   are   undoubtedly   in   a   significant   period   of   change,   but   

this   typically   also   presents   opportunities.     

  

Acceleration   of   the   ‘talent   anywhere’   agenda,   propelled   by   the   pandemic,   has   brought   

digital   working   and   infrastructure   to   the   heart   of   ‘doing   business’   –   from   large   firms   

like   EY   ensuring   our   people   have   the   right   kit   to   work   from   home,   to   independent   

shops   forced   to   embrace   ecommerce.   This   doesn’t   just   present   a   challenge   to   ensure   

digital   literacy   at   every   level   of   business,   there   is   also   a   pressing   need   for   a   skilled   

workforce   to   support   the   rollout   of   digital   capabilities.     

  

At   a   time   when   our   surroundings   have   become   a   precious   commodity,   work-life   

balance   is   considered   important   now   more   than   ever.   Scotland   continues   to   be   in   an   

enviable   position   to   take   advantage   of   that   redesigned   workplace   of   the   future.   

However,   digital   enablement   –   there   are   now   five   generations   in   the   Scottish   

workplace   –   and   plugging   the   skills   gap   to   support   digital   roll   out   and   associated   

security   risks   will   either   be   an   opportunity   or   obstruction.   



  

Supporting   the   ‘opportunity’   notion   is   the   latest   data   from   our   EY   Scotland   

Attractiveness   Survey   2020   which   again   confirms   Scotland’s   consistent   standing   as   a   

top   destination   for   FDI.   As   in   previous   years,   Scotland   has   continued   to   attract   

projects   from   a   broad   range   of   countries,   sectors   and   activities   and   this   diversity   

should   stand   it   in   good   stead   as   it   looks   with   cautious   optimism   towards   COVID-19   

recovery.   

  

Our   Capital   Confidence   Barometer   2020   tells   us   executives   are   planning   their   future   

beyond   the   COVID-19   crisis   and   that   M&A   intentions   remain   strong.   Companies   often   

look   to   dealmaking   as   the   fastest   route   to   accelerate   business,   but   this   will   need   to   be   

done   in   a   way   that   can   rapidly   respond   to   evolving   challenges   which   will   undoubtedly   

face   us   next   year.   

  

Finally,   sectors   which   have   shown   great   resilience   throughout   the   pandemic,   such   as   

Life   Sciences,   Fintech,   and   Software   &   Technology,   all   play   an   increasingly   prominent   

part   in   Scotland’s   economy,   and   I’d   expect   this   to   have   an   important   role   in   driving   

the   country’s   economic   recovery   in   the   years   to   come.   

  

There   is   much   to   be   hopeful   for   as   we   look   ahead   into   2021   and,   while   uncertainty   is   

not   yet   in   the   rear-view   mirror,   we   will   be   doubling   down   on   e�orts   to   work   even   

closer   with   our   clients   and   markets   because   that’s   what   we   do   best.   As   a   business,   

we’ve   already   taken   steps   to   build   a   workforce   based   on   client   needs,   and   as   clients   

look   to   pivot   their   business   over   the   coming   months   and   years,   we’ll   be   focussed   on   

supporting   them   in   that   mission   and   make   doing   so   easier.   

  

Ally   Scott   is   UKI   Managing   Partner   and   Head   of   Strategy   and   Transactions   for   EY   in   

Scotland   

    

Ernst   &   Young   Website   

  

https://www.ey.com/


  

  

Scottish   Financial   Enterprise   

  

Built   on   a   legacy   of   more   than   300   years   of   excellence,   driven   by   innovation   and   

talented   people,   Scotland   is   a   leading   UK   and   European   financial   services   centre.     

  

Today,   the   sector   employs   more   than   160,000   people   across   banking,   life   and   

pensions,   insurance,   asset   management,   fintech   and   related   professional   services.   It   

serves   the   needs   of   millions   of   customers   and   clients   in   Scotland,   the   UK,   and   the   

world.   

  

Scotland’s   financial   services   businesses   are   competitively   adaptive   to   change   such   as   

new   technologies   as   evidenced   most   recently   by   the   growth   of   our   burgeoning   fintech   



community.   Under   the   leadership   of   FinTech   Scotland,   the   number   of   small   and   

medium   fintech   firms   based   in   Scotland   has   doubled   over   the   past   year   to   nearly   150.     

  

Financial   Services   in   Scotland   

  

● The   second   largest   financial   services   cluster   in   the   UK   after   London   and   a   

growing   fintech   hub   

● Biggest   sectoral   contributor   to   Scotland’s   economy   –   £13   billion   or   9.4%   of   

GVA     

● More   than   160,000   people   employed   in   financial   and   related   professional   

services   -   nearly   6%   of   Scotland’s   employment   

● More   than   2,000   financial   services   businesses,   supported   by   3,650   professional   

services   firms   

  

Scottish   Financial   Enterprise   is   the   representative   body   for   Scotland’s   financial   

services   industry,   with   members   ranging   from   global   companies   headquartered   in   

Scotland   to   small,   locally-based   support   businesses.   The   diversity   of   our   membership   

reflects   Scotland’s   position   as   a   leading   financial   centre.   More   information   about   

Scottish   Financial   Enterprise   can   be   found   at   www.sfe.org.uk.   

  

Bronwyn   Torrie,   Head   of   Communications   

    

SFE   Website   

  

    

http://www.sfe.org.uk/


  

  

Thermo   Fisher   Scientific   

  

Thermo   Fisher   Scientific   Inc.   is   the   world   leader   in   serving   science,   with   annual   

revenue   exceeding   $25   billion.   Our   Mission   is   to   enable   our   customers   to   make   the   

world   healthier,   cleaner   and   safer.   Whether   our   customers   are   accelerating   life   

sciences   research,   solving   complex   analytical   challenges,   improving   patient   

diagnostics   and   therapies   or   increasing   productivity   in   their   laboratories,   we   are   

here   to   support   them.   Our   global   team   of   more   than   75,000   colleagues   delivers   an   

unrivalled   combination   of   innovative   technologies,   purchasing   convenience   and   

pharmaceutical   services   through   our   industry-leading   brands,   including   Thermo   

Scientific,   Applied   Biosystems,   Invitrogen,   Fisher   Scientific,   Unity   Lab   Services   and   

Patheon.     

  

The   company   has   a   key   –   and   ever   growing   -   presence   in   Scotland.   There   are   two   sites   

in   Scotland   –   Inchinnan,   Paisley   and   Perth,   the   latter   of   which   is   currently   undergoing   

a   significant   expansion   by   adding   manufacturing   capacity   to   meet   future   global   

demands   for   COVID-19   testing   and   sample   collection,   creating   200   new   jobs.   



  

  

  

The   Perth   site   was   established   in   1989   (with   a   new   facility   in   2004),   and   currently   

incorporates   key   manufacturing   capabilities.   Roles   at   the   site   include   Manufacturing,   

Distribution,   Procurement   and   Finance.   

  

More   recently,   the   Inchinnan   site   has   played   a   key   role   in   the   increasing   demand   for   

the   products   used   in   COVID-19   PCR   testing,   scaling   critical   manufacturing   capabilities   

and   continuing   to   ramp   up   manufacturing   capabilities   across   this   network.   

  

Colleagues   in   Scotland   are   proud   to   work   for   Thermo   Fisher,   the   world   leader   in   

serving   science.   Our   Mission   is   not   just   a   word,   it’s   all   our   colleagues   enabling   our   

customers   to   make   the   world   healthier,   cleaner   and   safer.   By   fulfilling   our   Mission,   we   

are   helping   to   solve   some   of   society's   most   pressing   challenges.   We   enable   

breakthroughs   in   science   that   improve   lives   and   bring   hope   for   a   better   world.   And,   

every   single   colleague   is   part   of   that.   

  

Noel   Brown,   Global   Head   of   Talent   Attraction   and   Acquisition   



Thermo   Fisher   Website   

  

  

  

  

  

An   experience   of   living   in   Scotland   

  

We   are   a   family   of   four,   originally   from   Spain.   Before   making   it   to   Scotland,   my   

husband   was   given   the   opportunity   to   live   and   work   in   Singapore   as   he   worked   for   a   

big   biotechnology   company.   Our   kids   were   11   and   7   years   old   at   the   time   so   we   thought   

it   would   be   great   opportunity   for   them   to   meet   di�erent   culture   and   languages.   After   

two   happy   years   in   Singapore,   work   opportunities   once   again   had   us   packing   up   to   

move   to   San   Diego,   California.   By   2010   we   had   started   to   miss   our   family,   Spain   and   

Europe,   so   we   decided   to   move   back   where   we   would   be   a   short   hop,   skip   and   a   jump   

from   family   visits   back   home.   

https://www.thermofisher.com/uk/en/home.html


  

My   husband’s   company   o�ered   him   to   relocate   to   di�erent   locations   in   North   Europe,   

one   of   them   was   Glasgow,   and   we   jumped   at   that   opportunity.    

  

Thanks   to   Locators,   our   relocation   agent,   we   settled   in   a    comfortable   home   in   an   area   

providing   excellent   schools   for   our   children.    Having   lived   in   Asia   and   America,   we   

somehow   felt   right   at   home   in   Scotland   from   the   first   day.   Our   kids   (15   and   11   years   old   

by   now)   found   a   second   family   home   there   and   everybody   welcomed   us   -   we   never   felt   

like   foreigners.   

  

We   took   advantage   of   our   time   here   to   really   try   and   get   to   know   the   country.   Our   first   

summer   here   we   packed   ourselves   and   my   86   year   old   mother   into   my   husband’s   car   

and   set   o�   on   a   road   trip   through   the   Highlands…   and   discovered   spots   we   loved   so   

much   that   we   couldn’t   stop   going   back   to   such   as   Loch   Lomond,   Inveraray   or   Skye.   We   

also   thoroughly   enjoyed   the   East   Coast,   with   visits   to   Edinburgh,   St.   Andrews,   Crail   &   

Inverness   that   we   will   never   forget.   

  

In   August   2019   we   decided   to   move   back   to   our   home   in   Spain   after   a   long   11   years   

travelling   the   world.   We   lived   a   very   happy   seven   years   here,   and   my   son   is   still   there   

finishing   his   university   studies.   We   are   very   relaxed   about   him   staying   in   Scotland,   as   

he   feels   at   home   and   we   know   there   are   close   friends   nearby   who   will   do   anything   to   

help   at   a   moment’s   notice.   

  

Carmen   

  

Locators   Website   

  

https://locatorsrelo.com/

